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Chapterr  1 
Introductio n n 

AUU of the logics in this thesis axe related to or connected with the provability 
logicc GL. 

Provabilityy logic GL is one of the normal modal logics, which is obtained from 
thee smallest normal modal logic K by adding Lob's axiom Q(Op D p) D Op. The 
namee "provability logic? derives from Solovay's theorem in Solovay [Sol76]. He 
provedd that GL is complete for the formal provability interpretation in Peano 
arithmeticc PA. So, GL has been considered as one of the most important modal 
logics.. Let us briefly explain Solovay's theorem, following Chagrov and Za-
kharyaschevv [CZ97]. 

Al ll  syntactical constructions of the arithmetic language can be effectively 
codedd by natural numbers; the code r<f> n of an arithmetic formula <j>  is called 
thee Gödel number of 4>. Gödel constructed a formula Pr(x) with a single free 
variablee x such that, for any natural number n, 

\~PA\~PA Pr(n) iff1 n = r<P and \~PA <j>  for some arithmetic formula <f>, 

wheree n is the term representing the number n. In other words, Pr{^<P) asserts 
thatt the formula <f>  is provable in PA. By an arithmetic interpretation of the 
languagee of modal logic we mean any mapping * from the set of modal formulas 
too the set of arithmetic sentences such that 

 is Ö = Ï; 
(AAB)*=A*AB* (AAB)*=A*AB* 
{AVB)*=A*VB* {AVB)*=A*VB* 
(A(A D B)* = A*DB* 
(DAY(DAY = Pr(rA^). 

Solovayy proved the following arithmetic completeness theorem 

AA € GL iff A* is provable in PA for any arithmetic interpretation *. 
lIf ff  is the standard abbreviation for "If and only iP. 

1 1 
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Thus,, GL is the logic of formal provability of PA. For example, the formula 
 D _ is provable in GL. This formula expresses Gödel's second incom-

pletenesss theorem, i.e., the statement: "if it is provable that PA is consistent, 
thenn PA is inconsistent", is provable in PA. This makes GL into an interesting 
researchh topic. For example, the de Jongh-Sambin fixed point theorem (see Sam-
binn [Sam76] and Smorynski [Smo78]) was proved for GL. An extensive overview 
onn the subject can be found in Boolos [Boo93], Smorynski [Smo84] and Smorynski 
[Smo85];; for a short survey, see Boolos and Sambin [BS91]. 

Thee normal modal logic K4 is a sublogic of GL, which is obtained from K by 
addingg the transitivity axiom Op D OUp. K4 is much easier to deal with than 
GL.. Although the difficulty of GL is to be expected in view of the additional ax-
iomss of K4 and GL, i.e., the transitivity axiom and Lob's axiom, we can also give 
twoo concrete examples. One concerns Kripke semantics. Completeness and finite 
modell  property for K4 are obtained by the standard method, i.e., the canonical 
modell  and filtration introduced in Lemmon and Scott [LS77], while the corre-
spondingg properties for GL cannot be obtained in this way (see Gabbay [Gab70]). 
Thee other example concerns cut-free sequent systems. A cut-elimination theorem 
forr K4 can be proved by the standard method due to Gentzen [Gen35] using 
degreedegree and rank as induction parameters, while the proof for GL first given in 
Valentinii  [Val83] uses another parameter width (see also Avron [Avr84]). 

GLL is also obtained by adding Löb's axiom to K4. So, as was asserted in 
[Smo84],, the knowledge of K4 is useful for the discussion of GL. Smorynski 
treatedd K 4 as a preliminary for the study of GL, where he used the name "Basic 
modalmodal logic" instead of K4. Here, in chapter 2 and chapter 6, we first discuss a 
logicc corresponding to K4, and then a logic corresponding to GL. 

Wee now introduce the logics that will be treated here in the following three 
sectionss 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 

1.11 A propositional logic having the formal prov-
abilit yy interpretatio n 

Gödel'ss translation r is the translation from a propositional non-modal formula 
AA to the modal formula obtained by attaching the modal operator  to each 
subformulaa of A (cf. Orlov [Orl28], Gödel [Göd33]). Using this translation every 
intermediatee propositional logic, a logic between intuitionistic propositional logic 
(IPL)) and classical propositional logic, is embedded into a modal logic between 
S44 and S5 (cf. McKinsey and Tarski [MT48], Dummett and Lemmon [DL59], 
Zakharyaschevv [Zak91]). For example, it was shown that for any non-modal 
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formulaa A, 

AA € IPL iff T(A) € S4. 

So,, it is natural to conjecture that the propositional logic L satisfying for any 
non-modall  formula A, 

AA € L iff T{A) e GL 

hass the formal provability interpretation. 
Visserr characterized the propositional logics that are embedded into GL and 

K4.. We call those logics "formal  propositional logic? and "  Visser's propositional 
logiclogic22",", FPL and VPL for short. (Not only are GL and K4 among impor-
tantt modal logics that do not include S4, but also many other extensions of K. 
Somee corresponding propositional logics were considered in Corsi [Cor87], Dosen 
[Dos93]]  and Wansing [Wan97].) Visser gave natural deduction systems and proved 
aa Kripke completeness for FPL and VPL. Also he proved a fixed point theorem 
andd an arithmetic completeness for FPL, e.g., using Solovay's theorem and the 
equivalence e 

A e F P L i f f T ( A ) € G L , , 

forr any non-modal formula A. 
Ass was argued in [Vis81], however, the arithmetic interpretation obtained in 

thee above paragraph is not the only one which yields FPL and possibly not even 
thee most interesting one. FPL turned out to be also the logic of the Ei-sentences 
off  PA by the translation ƒ below: 

/(_L)isÜÜ = ï; 
ff  (A A B) = f{A) A f{B) 
f{AvB)f{AvB) = f(A)Vf(B) 
f(ADB)f(ADB) = Pr(-f(A)Df(BD, 

andd the arithmetic completeness 

rr hF A iff PA + { f(B)\B € T}  h f (A), 

whichh was proved in [Vis81]. 
Consideringg the consequence relation hv of VPL, there is a strange fact, 

{p,pD{p,pD q} \fv Q, in particular, {T D q} \/y q. In short, the consequence relation 
hyy of VPL does not obey modus ponens in general. This is the essential difference 
betweenn the consequence relation of IPL and hy. This difference can be found in 
Visser'ss natural deduction system. His system is obtained from Gentzen's natural 
deductionn system h^j for IPL by replacing the implication elimination rule 

22 Visser gave the name "Basic propositional logic" in view of the fact that K4 is sometimes 
calledd basic modal logic, e.g., [Smo84] 
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byy the following three inference rules 

ADBADB A D C , r . ADC B D C / C . . ADB BDC/rr,. 

A?A? BAG <M '> AV BBC <**' > ADC ^ 
whichh hold in h ^ j . From the construction of the system, we can confirm the fact 
\PiP^>\PiP^> Q) VV Q' Also we can see that the formula (T D A) D A is not provable 
inn VPL , while it is provable in IPL. 

Visserr treated VPL  as a preliminary for a study of FPL. VPL , however, was 
alsoo motivated by a revision of the Brouwer-Heyting-Kolmogorov (BHK) proof 
interpretationn introduced in Ruitenburg [Rui91] and Ruitenburg [Rui92] (see also 
Kolmogorovv [Kol32] and Heyting [Hey56]). Ruitenburg's interpretation for A D B 
is s 

AA proof of A D B is a construction that uses the assumption A to 
producee a proof of B 

whilee the standard BHK interpretation looks like 

AA proof of A D B is a construction that converts proofs of A into 
proofss of B. 

Ruitenburgg argued that using assumption Ay rather than a proof of A, to produce 
aa proof of B avoids the need for converting proofs as in the BHK interpretation. 
I tt also makes it harder to prove B, since less information is provided. Under his 
interpretation,, the formula (T D A) D A is not provable. 

Alsoo Ruitenburg [Rui99] described the relation between propositional formulas 
inn VPL  and first order formulas with one variable. Predicate extensions of VPL 
aree discussed in Ardeshir [Ard99] and Ruitenburg [Rui98]. 

Sequentt style systems for VPL  were given in Ardeshir [Ard95], and Ardeshir 
andd Ruitenburg [AR99]. Although [Ard95] proved the cut-elimination theorem 
forr his system, a subformula property has not been given. His system corresponds 
too Visser's natural deduction system, and therefore, contains the inference rule 

r - > A D BB r - + BDC 
T->ADC T->ADC 

correspondingg to the rule (Tr). This rule makes it difficult to prove the subformula 
property.. Another cut-free sequent system G VPL + for VPL  will be given in this 
thesiss in chapter 2. A subformula property for the system is obtained in the usual 
way,, and what is more, this system can be extended to a cut-free system GFPL+ 

forr FPL. The proof of the cut-elimination theorem for GFPL+ will be obtained 
usingg a new induction parameter width, which was used in Valentini [Val83] for 
thee proof of the cut-elimination theorem of GL. 

AA Hubert style formalization for VPL  was given by Y. Suzuki and H. Ono 
inn [S098] using modus ponens and 12 axioms. Since.the consequence relation 
f-yy does not obey modus ponens, one might doubt whether they may use modus 
ponens;; but we have 
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A,A, A D B 6 VPL  implies B 6 VPL . 

So,, they can use modus ponens without hypothesis, as an admissible rule, which 
iss the one inference rule in the usual Hilbert style formalization of a theory. In 
orderr to give a Hilbert style formalization of hy, however, we cannot use the rule 

rr  \~v A and T \-v A D B imply T \-v B, 

whichh is the only inference rule in the usual Hilbert style formalization of a conse-
quencee relation. So, it seems difficult to give a Hilbert style formalization of hy, 
andd this difficulty was pointed out by Y. Suzuki, F. Wolter and M. Zakharyaschev 
inn [SWZ98]. In chapter 3, we consider this problem using restricted modus po-
nens. . 

Extensionss of hy were treated in [AR99] and [SWZ98]. As extensions of IPL , 
wee can consider axiomatic extensions of {A | 0 hy A}. However, in the papers 
justt mentioned, not only extensions of {A | 0 hy A} but also extensions of the 
consequencee relation hy were treated. [SWZ98] pointed out that it is not enough 
too consider extensions as a set of formulas. There are some natural classes of 
Kripkee frames that cannot be formalized by means of extensions as a set of for-
mulas.. They also described that a possible solution of this problem is to consider 
extensionss of the consequence relation hy. So, in this thesis, we also treat ex-
tensionss of hy rather than of {A | 0 hy A}, i.e., additional rules instead of only 
additionall  axioms. In chapter 4, we consider a property of Löb's axiom in those 
extensions.. Using the property and a cut-free system for VPL , another proof 
off  the cut-elimination theorem of FPL + will also be given. This method can be 
usedused to give a cut-free system for interpretability logic that will be introduced in 
sectionn 1.3 and chapter 6. 

1.22 An intuitionisti c modal logic 
Thee problem of presenting an intuitionistic concept of modality was faced in 
Fitchh [Fit49] and Prior [Pri57]. Prior proposed a modal extension of IPL  which 
turnss out to be S5 once the axiom of excluded middle is added. They were also 
consideredd as counterparts of classical modal logics in Bozic and Dosen [BD84] 
andd Fischer Servi [Fis77]. In [BD84], the intuitionistic modal logic Int K  was 
introducedd as the smallest set of formulas including the standard axioms of IPL 
andd the axiom: 

KK : D(p D q) D (Op D Oq) 

andd closed under modus ponens, substitution and necessitation. An intuitionistic 
modall  logic is a set of formulas including Int K  and closed under modus ponens, 
substitutionn and necessitation. 
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Thee relationship between intuitionistic modal logics and other logics has been 
discussedd in the literature. In [OS87] and [Suz89], H. Ono and N.-Y, Suzuki 
investigatedd the relationship to intermediate predicate logics. Wolter and Za-
kharyaschevv [WZ97] argued that the intuitionistic modal logics are much more 
closelyy related to classical bimodal logics than to the usual monomodal ones, and 
discussedd their relation. 

Anotherr relation, namely between intuitionistic modal logics and extensions 
off  the consequence relation hy of VPL , was given by Y. Suzuki, F. Wolter and 
M.. Zakharyaschev in [SWZ98]. They used Kripke semantics to establish that 
relationship,, but here we describe it in an axiomatic way, since our treatment in 
thiss thesis is mainly axiomatic. First the authors of [SWZ98] introduced a new 
binaryy operator D/, which is intended to denote the implication in IPL . They 
definedd an extension \~u of \~v in the extended language with Dj, and proved that 

rr \-u A 3/ B iff T U {A} \-v B. 

( rr \~u A Di B is also equivalent to (A D B)+ € GVPL+ , where the expression 
(.44 D B)+ will be introduced in chapter 2 to define GVPL +.) In other words, 
itt was shown that the consequence relation \-y could be interpreted as a binary 
logicall  connective. Furthermore, a translation r*  from the extended prepositional 
languagee with D/ to modal language was defined as follows. 

T*(p)=*> , , 
T*(AAB)T*(AAB) = T*(A)AT*(B), 

T*(AVT*(AV B) = T*[A)V T*(B), 

T*{AT*{A  DB) = n{T*(A) D r*{B)), 
T*{AT*{A  D! B) = T*(A) D r*{B). 

Finally,, they proved that for any propositional formula A in extended language 
withh Dj, 

0 h;; ,4 iff r*  (4) e U, 

wheree U is the intuitionistic modal logic obtained from IntK by adding the 
axiomss p D Dp and Dp D (q V (q D p)). Also a translation a from the modal 
languagee to the extended propositional language was defined as: 

a(p)a(p) = p, 
<r(AAB)<r(AAB) = cr(A)Ao-(B), 
<j(A<j(A  VB) = a{A) V a(B), 
a{Aa{A D B) = a{A) Dj a(B), 
<j(nA)<j(nA) = T D a(A); 

andd it was proved that for any modal formula A, 

00 \~u a(A) iff A e U. 

Thiss intuitionistic modal logic U was considered in Goldblatt [Gol81], and Wolter 
andd Zakharyaschev [WZ97]. 
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Thee intuitionistic modal logic treated here is related to the logic U, but has 
thee axiom DDp D Dp instead of Dp D (qV(q D p)); it was called prepositional lax 
logicc (PLL ) in Fairtlough and Mendler [FM95]. In other words, PLL  is obtained 
fromm Int K  by adding the axioms3 

TTcc:pDHp:pDHp and Ac : UUp D Dp. 

PLLL  is not a logic for provability. However, PLL  has other interesting inter-
pretations.. Benton, Bierman and de Paiva [BBP98], [G0I8I] and [FM95] consid-
eredd this logic with different motivations. 

[BBP98]]  showed that the logic corresponds to the computational typed lambda 
calculuss introduced in Moggi [Mog89] by the Curry-Howard isomorphism (cf. 
Curryy and Feys [CF58], Girard [Gir89] and Howard [How80]). Moggi's com-
putationall  typed lambda calculus is a metalanguage for denotational semantics 
whichh more faithfully models real programming language features such as non-
termination,, various evaluation strategies, non-determinism and side-effects than 
doess the ordinary simply typed lambda calculus. The starting point for Moggi's 
workk is an explicit semantic distinction between computations and values. If A is 
ann object which interprets the values of a particular type, then T(A) is the object 
whichh models computations of that type A. This constructor T corresponds to 
thee modality4 D just as the constructors —> and x in the ordinary typed lambda 
calculuss correspond to D and A in prepositional formulas. They gave a natural 
deductionn system for PLL  and prove a strong normalization theorem by using 
thee method in Prawitz [Pra97] (see also Tait [Tai67] and Troelstra [Tro73]). 

[G0I8I]]  argued for an application of the logic in Grothendieck's topology. He 
extractedd the principle 

(*)) A is locally true at a iff A is true at all points close to a 

Forr instance, two functions ƒ and g are said to be equivalent, or to have the same 
germ,, at a point a in the intersection of their domains if there is a neighborhood 
off  a on which ƒ and g assign the same values. Thus ƒ and g have the same germ 
att a when the statement "ƒ = g" is locally true at a, i.e., true throughout some 
neighborhoodd of a. Intuitively this conveys the idea that ƒ and g assign the same 
valuess to points "close" to a. On the other hand, he introduced a frame structure 
FF = (W, <, /?), where (W, <) is a partially ordered set and R is a binary relation 
onn W such that 

iff  a < (3 and /Jifry, then aifry, 

forr any a, /?, 7 € W. Also a model M = (F, \=) based on a frame F is defined as 
inn the definition of Kripke model {W, <, \=) for IPL , while the truth of UA at a 
pointt a is defined as follows5: 

3Thee name Tc and 4C are used in Chellas [Che80] (See also Bull and Segerberg [BS84]). 
4Theyy used the symbol O instead of D. 
5Hee used the symbol V instead of . 
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(M,, a) \= 04 iff (M, 0)\=A for any 0 € {7 | at ty} . 

I tt is easily seen that the axiom K is valid in every model. He argued that the 
abovee clause formalizes the principle (*), and that models on which the axioms 
TTcc and 4C are valid are basic models for the logic of Grothendieck topologies. In 
[G0I8I],, he proved a Kripke completeness for PLL. 

[FM95]]  treated PLL as the logic with applications to the formal verification 
off  hardware, in particular, they argued that it is convenient to reason about the 
staticc behavior of combinational circuits in terms of high or low voltage and to 
abstractt away from propagation delays. The intuitive interpretation of UA is6 

forr some constraint c, formula A holds under c. 

Forr example, the modality  was used to account for the stability and timing 
constraints.. The generic interpretation leads to the axioms Tcy 4C, and 

K'K'  : (p D q) D (Dp D Dq), 

wheree PLL can also be formalized by K' instead of K. The axiom Tc says "if p 
holdss outright, then it holds under a (trivial) constraint"; 4C says "if under some 
constraint,, p holds under another constraint, then p holds under a (combined) 
constraint";; finally K' says "if p implies q, then if p holds under a constraint, q 
holdss under a (the same) constraint." They gave a cut-free sequent system for 
PLLL and proved completeness with respect to Kripke constraint models defined 
byy them. 

Extensionss of PLL were also considered in [G0I8I], [FM95] and [WZ97]. 
Inn this thesis, in chapter 5, we discuss the set of formulas constructed from the 

propositionall  variables pi, n and the constant  using D and  in PLL. The 
non-modall  formulas of this kind were first considered in Diego [Die66]. He showed 
thatt the set of such non-modal formulas contains only finitely many pairwise non-
equivalentt in IPL. More precisely, he showed that the quotient set 

l{pu---,Pn)/l{pu---,Pn)/ = 

iss finite, where I(pi,  ,pn) is the set of formulas constructed from pu  ,pn by 
usingg only implication, and A = B iff A Z) B, B D A e IPL. 

Lett IPj(pi,  ,pn) be the set of formulas of the form 

AiAi  D  {An D p^ ) 

inn the set I(pi,  *  ,pn). Urquhart [Urq74] clarified the construction of the ordered 
sets s 

( I ( p i , - " , j O / s , <) ) 
6Theyy used the symbol O instead of . 
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and d 

wheree [A]  < [B]  iff A' D B' € IPL for some A' € [A]  and £' € [B],  in particular, 
hee proved that (^ (p i,  ,pn) / => <) is Boolean, and the number of generators 
off  the Boolean algebra is 23 if n = 3. 

Hendrikss [Hen96] calculated the numbers of such generators and equivalence 
classess for n < 4. He also gave a method how to construct the canonical repre-
sentativess of the equivalent classes7. He investigated not only the implicational 
fragment,fragment, but also fragments containing A, ->, and so on. 

Wee treat the disjunction free fragment with only the prepositional variables 
Pi>>  >Pn of PLL, and extend their results. 

1.33 Interpre t abilit y logics 
Thee idea of interpretability logics arose in Visser [Vis90]. He introduced the 
logicss as extensions of the provability logic GL with a binary modality >. The 
arithmeticc realization of A > B in a theory T will be that T plus the realization of 
BB is interpretable in T plus the realization of A (T + A interprets T + B). More 
precisely,, there exists a function ƒ (the relative interpretation) on the formulas 
off  the language of T such that T + B\-C implies T + A \- f(C). 

Thee basic interpretability logic IL is the smallest set of formulas containing 
GLL and axioms 

J l :: D(p D q) D (p > q), 
J2J2 : (p > q) A (q > r) D (p > r), 
JZJZ : (p l> r) A (q > r) D ((p V q) > r), 
J 4:: (p>q) D (OpDOq), 
J55 : Op > p, 

andd closed under modus ponens, substitution and necessitation. The principles 
off  IL are arithmetically sound for a wide class of theories and for various inter-
pretationss of its main connective >. The theory is not arithmetically complete 
forr any known interpretation. The motivation for studying this specific set of 
formulass lies in its modal simplicity and elegance. 

Thee modality > has more than one interpretation. Another most salient 
interpretationn is Hi-conservativity. More precisely, the arithmetic realization of 
AA > B in a theory T, containing IE i , will be that T plus the realization of B is 
ni-conservativee over T plus the interpretation of A In Berarducci [Ber90] and 
Shavrukovv [Sha88], it was proved that the interpretability logic (DLM) obtained 
byy adding Montagna's axiom 

MM : (p > q) D (p A Dr) > (q A Dr) 

[Sas97a]]  also gave the same method, independently. 
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too IL  is complete for this arithmetic interpretation in PA, and hence for in-
terpretabilityy as well, since over PA interpreatbility and Ili-conservativity are 
equivalent.. This was extended with regard to Ili-conservativity by Hajek and 
Montagnaa (cf. [HM90] and [HM92]) to all theories containing /E i. 

Thee interpretability logic ILP , an extension of IL  by adding the axiom 

PP : (p O q) D a(p > q), 

iss also complete for another arithmetic interpretation. P is valid for interpreta-
tionss in finitely axiomatized arithmetical theories extending, say, IAo + fii,  and 
ann arithmetic completeness for this interpretation was proved in [Vis90]. 

Thee completeness with respect to Kripke semantics due to Veltman was, for 
IL ,, IL M  and ILP , proved in de Jongh and Veltman [JV90]. The fixed point 
theoremm of GL can be extended to IL  and hence IL M  and IL P (de Jongh and 
Visserr [JV91]). The unary pendant "T interprets T + A" is much less expressive 
andd was studied in de Rijke [Rij92]. For an overview of interpretability logic, see 
Visserr [Vis97], and Japaridze and de Jongh [JJ98]. 

Thiss thesis gives, in chapter 6, a cut-free system for the basic interpretability 
logicc IL . First, we give a cut-free system for a sublogic IK4 , whose >-free frag-
mentt is the modal logic K4. Using the system and a property of Lob's axiom, 
whichh will be presented in chapter 4, we obtain a cut-free system for IL 8. 

1.44 Overview of the thesis 
Inn chapter 2, we give cut-free sequent systems for VPL  and FPL. The result 
forr VPL  was published in Nanzan Management review (cf. [Sas98a]). Also these 
resultss appeared in [SasOlb] in datail. 

Inn chapter 3, we consider Hubert style formalization for the consequence re-
lationn \~v of VPL . Using restricted modus ponens and adjunction, we give a 
formalizationn for hy. This result has been published in Reports on Mathematical 
Logicc (cf. [Sas99b], see also [Sas98b]). 

InIn chapter 4, we consider a property of Lob's axiom in extensions of hy. The 
resultss in this chapter appeared in [Sas97b], [Sas98c] and [SasOla]. 

InIn chapter 5, we discuss the formulas without disjunction and conjunction 
inn propositional lax logic. The results in this chapter appeared in [Sas99a] and 
[SasOlc]. . 

Inn chapter 6, we give a cut-free sequent system for the smallest interpretability 
logicc IL . The result was accepted in Studia Logica(cf. [SasOld]). 

8Inn a similar way, we can give a cut-free system for ILP(see [SasOlf]). 


